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TAKE CARE OF YOUR CAUCUS

Many of those who worry about American Foreign Policy on the
or other national policies
about it.

iddle East

will soon have a chance to do something very directly

But will they?

Presidential candidate "caucus" meetings are about to take place in California.
(Only the Democratic Party is _engaging in this particular experiment this year.)
It will be an, intere.s ting experiment in political democracy.

But, like many such

experiments, it remains to be seen whether this experiment will result in more or
less democracy.

In each Congressional District, at 1:00 p.m. on Sunday, April 11, there . wilJ! .· ibe a
separate caucus meeting for each of the presidential candidates.

Thus, if there are

'·

6 Democratic Party candidates at that time, there will be 6 caucuses running simultaneously in your Congressional District; and there will probably be a seventh
"uncommitted" caucus, headed by the "candidacy" of Governor Brown, or someone else.

By April 8,

Democrat can file to run for a position on one of the

delegations which' wi],.l .be. elected
for each. .candidate
in each Cone;ressional district.
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Ten people will be -elected by each caucus.

r

Thus, if there are seven presidential

candidates, there will be seven slates of ten people in each District.
·course, Californians will vote in the primary.

Then, of

If Candidate A get 50 per cent of the

votes, then 50 per cent of the California delegation to the Par ty Convention will consist of his delegates, draen from the various district
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Presidential candidate aside from the people you elect in your Presidential candt t ate
caucus, will be important in themselve s'.

They will help shape the Party Platform .

And your candidate falls by the wayside , his delegates, are then set fre e to vote
for another candidate.

Thus, you \·rill have a direct interest in seeing that these

people, not just their presidential candidate, repres ent your values .

This whole process contains one of the hazards of participatory democracy : any
given Cau cus could be controlled by a small group which happened to know about the
procedure, or wanted to bother.

What you have to do, if you are interested is: l)persuade value-oriented people to
run for their district caucus election; 2 ) persuade people wbo share your values to
show up on April 11 at the caucus of their choice .

3) At 1 : 00 p .m. on Sunday,

April 11 , show up at the district caucus of your choice .

You can find out whether

it is being held by calling your candidate 1 S nearest Caii).pa:ign office .

4) Question

the delegation candidates before voting on them.

You will want to prepare some questions beforehand, with respect to the various
national issues about which you are especially concerned .

For example, on the subject

of the Middle East , you might want to ask one general question which allows for the
kinds of responses that you can compare and evaluate, e . g .:

"How do you feel about

the proposition that our national interest and our commitments require the U.S . to do
whatever is necessary to preserve the secure and sovereign existence o

Israel?"

Then

listen for the extent and tone of the qualifications that are made .

The point is that if you happen to be a Democrat, and don 't do something about these
Ap r il caucuses, then don ' t come around next December and complain about the policies
of the administration in 1-lashington.

